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Let X be a p x 1 .vector random variable having N, (p,C) distribution. Let X(p x n)
be a data matrix observed from a random sample of size n . The population
distribution involves as parameters p components of mean p and
1
-p(p + 1) components of variance-covariance C . For these parameters, minimum
2
2p(p'3) - 1 null hypothesis can be formulated. These null hypotheses can specify the
values of a subset of parameters. In this unit, we shall consider the problem of testing
hypothe 's about the mean p under both the situations when variance-covariance
matrix is known in Section 21.2 and when it is not known in Section 21.3.

e

In Section 21.4, we shall introduce standardized sum test. The test for equality of
mean vector will be discussed in Section 21.5.

Objectives
After reading this unit, you should be able to:
formulate the null and alternative hypothesis for mean vector when C is known or
unknown;
derive a test statistic for testing the hypothesis of mean vectors;
apply the tests to the given data.

21.2

TEST FOR p WHEN Z IS KNOWN

Let X(p x n) be a sample of size n drawn from a Normal population Np(p, C) where
C is known. Based on observed X , we wish to test the null hypothesis H, :p = pO
against an alternative hypothesis H, :p # pO(a specified vector of means). In Unit 19,
we have seen that the likelihood function for the sample observation is

If we assume that the null hypothesis is true, i.e. p = p, ,then likelihood is
L(p0,C I X) =-

'"I2 exp
(2x)"PI2
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Let us first carry out the likelihood ratio test.
We know that the likelihood ratio test is based on statistic h that is the ratio of
maximum of likelihood function under the null hypothesis and over the whole space.
That is
*

z

m = ~ ( v o , l x)
max L (P, C I X)

A=

(3)

M

In Unit 19, we have derived that L(p, C I X) , when C is known, attains maximum for
(sample mean vector). The numerator has all the parameters specified and thus
its maximum is L(p,,C I X) as given in Eqn.(2). Substituting X in place of p in
Eqn.(l), we get the denominator. Therefore

p=

But

t [ ( X i -Po

j
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The first term cancels with the last term, second and third terms reduce to zero and the
fourth term is n(X - p,)

f

C-' (% - P,) ) and, hence

Therefore,

It may be recalled at this stage that likelihood ratio test rejects the null hypothesis if
h S ha wkere ha is chosen such that P[h I ha ( H,] is equal to a (the pre-specified
value of size of the test). It may be noted from Eqn.(5) that h I h, is equivalent to
:r

I

n ( f -P,) Z - ~ ( X - ~ ~ ) ~ C , ( = - ~Weknowthat
~ O ~ ~ ~ ) n(X-P0)
.
C-l(ff-p,)

Xt,,

has a chi-square distribution with p degrees of freedom and, hence C, =
(tabulated value of chi-square with p degrees of freedom at specified level of
significance a ). Therefore, the test procedure for testing the above-mentioned
hypothesis would be to reject the liull hypothesis H, :p = p, if
I

n (X - P,) C-' (X - P,) is greater than X2,, the tabulated value of chi-square with
p degrees of freedom at a level of significance.
Let us now discuss another test known as the union and intersection test.

Consider an arbitrary linear combination a'X of X (Here this X is different from data
matrix X), where a is a non-null real column vector of order p . We know that a'X is
also normally distributed as univariate normal distribution with mean a'p verses
variance a' Ca . Now the multivariate hypotheses H, :p = p, and H, :p # p, can be
transformed to univariate hypotheses H,, :a'p = a'p, and H,, : a'p # a'p, . The test
statistics for testing this hypothesis is
z2(a) = nal(R -

-

a/a1~aa.

Moreover, the null hypothesis is rejected if calculated value of z 2 ( a ) is greater than
must be true for all non-zero choices of a . Hence, the multivariate hypothesis H, can
be written as the intersection of H,, for all a i.e. H, = nH,, . Therefore, the null
a

hypothesis H, will be accepted if the univariate hypothesis H,, is accepted for d l the
values of a and the a -level acceptance region for multivariate H, will be the
intersection of acceptance regions of H,, i.e. n [ z 2 ( a ) s X:,
a

,I.

It implies that for

multivariate null hypothesis will be maxz2(a). However, it can be proved that
a

max z2(a) = (X- p o ) ' ~ - ' ( X- pO) which follows chi-square distribution with p
degrees of freedom. Thus, the test statistics is same as obtained in likelihood ratio test.
Remark: The likelihood ratio and union intersection tests are same.
Example 1: The length of Centrum (x,) and width of Centrum (x,) of a sample of
12 fishes of Serrandae family were observed as given in Table 1.
Table 1

A researcher claims that the mean length and width of Centrum of fishes belonging to
Serrandae family is 8.94 and 6.76, respectively with a variance-covariance matrix of
13.2496 9.04 18
9.041 8 7.6176
Test this claim at 5% level of significance.
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Solution: We wish to test whether the above-mentioned data confirms his claim about
mean length and width of Centrum of Sarrendae fishes.
Assuming that the length and width of Centrum for Serrandae fishes follow bi-variate
normal distribution N(p, C) . The null hypothesis for the present problem would be
H, :p = [8.94, 6.76If(= p, say) against the alternative hypothesis
HA :p # [8.94, 6.761' .
The population covariance matrix C is known as claimed by researcher. Hence, Chisquare test discussed in Eqn. (5) can be used. The value of test statistics under H, is

The sample mean 31 for the above data

K = [7.375,6.808]'
Thus,

Since p = 2 , the upper point of chi-square for a = 0.05 is 10.60 which is less than the
calculated value thus we reject H, at 5% level of significance and conclude that the
data contradicts the claim of the researcher.
Now, try the following exercise.
E l ) A sample of ten industrial corporations was considered for the pairs of
observations of their sales (x,) and profits (xz). The observations are given in the
Table 2.

Table 2

The expected mean vector and variance-covariance matrix is
13 10
6]. Test whether the sample confirms its truth ness of
p
and
mean vector at 5% level of significance.

=[::I

So far we discuss the test for p when C is known, now we shall discuss the &st for
p when C is unknown in the following.

21.3

TEST FOR p WHEN I: IS UNKNOWN

Let X (n x p) is a sample of size n drawn from a Normal population N,(p, C) where
p and C both are unknown. Based on observed X ,we wish to test the null
hypothesis H, :p = po against an alternative H, :p f po (a specified vector of means).
Again, we shall consider both the tests i.e. likelihood ratio test and union intersection
test for this case. The likelihood function for the sample is given in Eqn.(l) add under
the nuli hypothesis, it reduces to Eqn.(2).
Firstly, we shall discuss the likelihood ratio test.
As mentioned in Sec. 2 1.2, the likelihood ratio test statistic is the ratio of maximum of
likelihood function under the null hypothesis and over the whole parameter space, i.e.,
the likelihood ratio for the present case is defined as

and,
-210gh =Z[rnaxlogL(p,Zl x ) - m ~ l o g L ( p , , C Ix)].
P.Z

If population mean p is known to be equal top,, the maximum likelihood estimate of
C is [S + (X- p,)

(X - p,)']

where S is the sample variance-covariance matrix

X' . However, if p and C both are unknown, the maximum
likelihood estimates of p and C are, X and S respectively. Therefore,

defined as n-'X'X - X

n
maxlogL(p,, C ( X) = --[plog2x
1
2
and

+ log I S I +log{l + (x- ~,)'s-'(X - p,)) + p]

(8)

Substituting the values from Eqn.(8) and Eqn.(9) in Eqn.(7), we get
-2 log h = n log[l + (X - pO)'s-'(X - p,)]

(10)

.

Now it is easy to verify that h ha is equivalent to (X - ~,)'s-'(X - pO)2 Ca In
Unit 20, we have derived that (n - 1) (X - ~,)'s-'(X - pO)= T' follows Hotelling's
T' -distribution with (p, (n - 1)) degrees of freedom. It has also been pointed out that

Z - l)p]
this statistic can be converted in F -statistic by defining F = (n - p ) ~/[(n
which has (p, n - p) degrees of freedom. Therefore, the test procedure would be to
reject the null hypothesis if calculated value of
(n - p) (n - 1) (X - ~,)'s-'(X - po)/[(n - l)p] is greater than tabulated value of F with
(p, n - p) degrees of freedom and at specified level of significance.
As we discussed the case when C is known, now we shall test p when C is unknown
by union and intersection test.
We have already seen that if we consider a linear combination a'X ,it follows
univariate normal distribution with mean a'p and variance a'Ca . Similarly, the
multivariate hypothesis H, :p = po and H, :p f pO can be transformed to univariate
hypothesis H,, :a'p = alpo and HI, :a'p # a'p, . The test statistics for testing this
hypothesis is well-known univariate t-statistic defined for the present case as
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Thus, the acceptarice region of level a would be t2(a) 5 t%,,,.-,

. Following the

argument given in Eqn.(2), the acceptance region for the multivariate hypothesis H,

,,-,] i.e. max.t2(a) 5 t t

would be n[t2(a) < t i l 2
a

,,,,-,

. However, max.t2(a) is

(n - 1)(z - p,,)'~-~(%- pO)= T~ which is a Hotelling's T' statistic. You may note
that this test is same as likelihood ratio test.

Example 2: Let us reconsider the problem given in Example 1. Suppose we wish to
test the researcher's claim about mean length and width of Centrurn for Serrandae
fishes to be 8.94 and 6.76 respectively at 5% level of significance and no information
is available about the population covariance matrix.
Solution: The null hypothesis and alternative hypothesis are same as given in
Example 1, i.e.

H, :p = [8.94 6.761' (= po say)
H, :p # [8.94 6.761
The sample covariance matrix for the data can be easily calculated as:

The test statistic T~ under H, can be calculated as

The tabulated value F as (2,lO) degrees of freedom at 0.05 is 4.10 which is much
smaller than calculated value 50.1 1. Hence, we reject Ho at 5% level and conclude that
researcher's claim is not true in the light of ob'semed data.
Now try the following exercise.
E2)

Test the hypothesis for the problem given in E l ) if Z is not known.

The classical multivariate tests such as Hotelling's T~ test are not feasible if p > n.
The classical tests do not keep their nominal level of significance if a procedure for
selecting variables or compressing data is applied as a preparatory step [Lauter et
aI(1996)], O'Brien (1984) and Tang et a1 (1993) suggested the effective alternatives.
These tests also do not exactly maintain the significance level, especially in cases with
small sample sizes. To avoid the problem, Lauter et a1 (1996), Lauter (1996),
Lauter et a1 (1 998) have suggested some stable multivariate tests.
In the following section, we shall discuss the standardized sum test.

21.4

STANDARDIZED SUM TEST CSS TEST1

Let Xi = [x,,,x12,-..,x ](i = 1,2,...,n) be n independent p-dimensional observation
P

vectors distributed according to normal distribution N,(p, C) with unknown
parameters p, C . We develop a test of H, :p :0 ,against H, :p # 0.
Let us arrange the n individual vectors Xi into a p x n matrix X , where
X =(xji)-Npxn(pln, CC31,).
where 1, is the column vector of n ones and I, is identity matrix of order (n x n) .
Define Z = (z,, z,, ..., z,) = (dl, d,,

..., d,)X = d'X ,Zi representing the weighted

linear combination of p components of observation Xi with respective dl, d,,...,d,
for Zi(i = 1, 2, ..., n) are called the individual scores of n observations. The vector d
of the weights has to be a unique function of the p x p matrix

satisfying d'X ;t 0 with probability 1.
Under the above condition and under the null hypothesis H, ,the distribution of Z
has a spherical shape in n-dimensional space. This shape is not, in general, the shape
of a normal distribution. From the sphericity, the statistic

n

where Z = ( l / n ) x ~and
~ S: =- I 2 ( z i - Z)' has the exact 't'-distribution with
i=l
n - 1 i=1
(n - 1) d.f. The test using this 't' is an exact a -level test. Lauter et a1 (1996) have
shown that this SS test can be more effective than Hotelling's one sample T~-test in
many situations. In fact, the SS test is only suitable if the expected deviation from the
hypothesis H, have same direction for all p variables.
For practical application purposes of SS test, the vector d is obtained in such a way
that each variable is standardized by the square root of the corresponding diagonal
elements of XX' ,that is

Thus the value of Zi has the form

Example 3: A random sample of 20 families of low economic status from a slum area
was selected to test whether or not the parents of the children of the area have spent
any time for education. The number of years (in completed years) spent for education
is given in Table 3.

\

Table 3
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):(

Solution: Let p =

be the mean number of years spent for edkation by parents.

It may be noted that H, :p = 0 . Let us apply the above-mentioned SS test,
considering HA :p 0 . For the above data

+

And Zi :0.1565,0.562,0.5748,1.1354,0.00,0.313,0.4055,0.00,

0.4496,0.8736,0.562,0.1565,0.00,0.1565,0.00,0.1878
0.00, 0.00, 0.00 and 0.1878.
Thus

Z = 0.28605, S: = 0.1045, S, = 0.3233.

Moreover t =

&6 x 0.28605 =,

,,

0.3233
Tabulated value oft with 19 d.f. at 5% and 1% level of significances are 2.093 and
2.86 1, respectively.
Therefore, we reject H, even at 1% level of sighificatice.
Try the following exercises.
E3) Calculate T' and F for the data given in Table 3.
E4)

Find the value oft for the data given in El).

In the following section, we shall discuss the test for equality ofmean vectors.

TEST FOR EQUALITY OF MEAN VECTORS

21.5

Let Xi(ni x p), i = 1,2, ..., k , be data matrices drawn from Np(pi, Xi), i = 1, 2, ..., k ,
respectively. Based on the sample information Xi 's ,we wish to test the null
hypothesis about the equality of mean vectors 's . First, we will consider the twosample problem under the various assumptions about the covariance matrices. First,
we will consider the case that covariance matrices are known which is given in the
following subsection. In the next subsection, we will discuss the case when
covariance matrices are equal but unknown.
Case I:

Test for Equality of Two Mean Vectors when Covariance Matrices are
Known

Let XI(n, x p) and X2(n2x p) be the random sample of sizes n, and n2, respectively
drawn from multivariate normal populations. If X denotes the sample mean for ith
sample, then it is unbiased estimate of correspdnding mean vector pi and

Xi - Np(pi,ni-'Zi), i = 1,2.

Let us define a new variable

zd= z1- z2.Naturally,

z, will follow a multivariate normal distribution with mean vector p = p, - p2 and

covariance matrix Z, = n ; ' ~ , + n;'Z2 . Therefore, (Xd - p)'Z;'(Xd - p) will have a
chi-square distribution with p degrees of freedom. Under the null hypothesis

H, :pI = p2 i.e. p = p1 - p2 = 0,it reduces to %,Zl1%, and shall follow a chi-square
distribution. Hence, we reject null hypothesis H, if calculated value of X,C;'%,
greater than the tabulated value of chi-square with p degrees of freedom and at
specified level of significance.
Remark: If Z, = Z2 = Z (say), Z, = (n;'

now take the form (n;'
(n;'

is

+ niL)Z. Hence, the chi-square statistics will

+ nil) (z, - CI)'Z-'(%d - p)

and under H, it reduces to

+ n;') ZZd~-'Xd.

Case 11: Test for Equality of Two Mean Vectors when Covariance Matrices are
Equal and Unknown

Let X,(n, x p) be a data matrix from N,(cI,, Z,) and X2(n2x p) be another data
matrix from Np(p2,C2) . Assume that C, = Z2 = Z (unknown). Then Mahalanobis
distance is defined as
A2 = (PI - P ~ ) ' ~ - I ( P-I~ 2' )
The value of A2 cannot be calculated, as the parameters p,, p2 and Z are not known.
However, Mahalanobis Distance for sample observations is given by
D~ = (XI - X2)' s;' (XI - X 2 ) ,

where,

Xi (i = 1, 2)

is the mean of ithsample and

Here Si is the sample covariance matrix of ithsample (i = 1,2). It may be noted here
that for the given situation, %, and %, are the unbiased estimators of p, and p2
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respectively. Similarly, n,S, and n,S, are maximum likelihood estimators of Z and
the pooled unbiased estimator of Z is S, . Further El,
S, and S, are independently
distributed.

z,,

Ed = XI - x,,then it follows multivariate normal
distribution with mean vector (p, - p2) and covariance matrix (nrl + nil) T, , under
the null hypothesis H, :p, = p,, X, N,(O, (n;' + n ; ' ) ~ ) . Since the samples are
It may be recalled that if we denote

-

independent, n,S, and n,S, are independently distributed, following Wishart
distribution, namely niS, Wp(C, ni - I) (i = 1, 2). Therefore,

(nil + nil) (n,S, + nZS2)- wP[(ny1+ n;')~, (n, +n, - 2)] and is independent of z, .

From the definition ofHotelling's T~-statistics, we get that
(n, + n, - 2)%', [(n;'

+ n;')

(n,S, + n,~,)]-'%,

is distributed as T' (p, n - 2). We may note that D, = %b
(n, + n, - 2)X: [(n;'

s;'%~and

+ ni1)(nls, + n2~,)]-'Xd= (n;' + n;l)-Ix&~;I%~.

Hence, D2 can be transformed to T, by the relation

where n = n,

+ n, . We know that T ' ( ~ ,m) = m -mP
p+l

Fp,m-p+l where Fa,, denote the

F -statistic with (a,b) degrees of fieedom. Therefore, finally, the significance of the
hypothesis H, :p, = pz is tested by the statistic

- n,+n,-p-1
(n, + n, - 2)

n,n,
n, + n,

(XI- x,)'~;'
(XI -ST,)

which follows F -distribution with (p,n, + n, - p - 1,) degrees of fieedom. Therefore,
the test procedure would be to reject the null hypothesis H, if calculated value ofthe
above statistics is greater than tabulated value of F -statistics at specified level of
significance and above-mentioned degree of freedom.
Example 4: The following data show the number of ever born children and dead
children to a number of couples belonging to low and medium socio economic status:
Low Socio Economic
Number of Children
10
3

Medium Socio Economic
Number of Children
2
0

Test the hypothesis that average ever born children and dead children to low and
medium status couples are equal, assuming that the number of ever born and dead
children follow bi-variate normal population with covariance matrices equal but
unknown. Thus, we wish to test H, : p, = p2 against H,:p, # p, assuming that
C, = C, = Z (unknown). Here nl = 20, n2 = 28, p = 2.
From the data given above, we can calculate

Therefore S, =

,

The tabulated value F(2, 45) at 5% level of significance is 3.27. Since calculated
value is less than tabulated value at 5% level of significance, we conclude that data
provide no evidence for rejection of hypothesis.
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Case 111: Standardized Sum Test [SS Test]
Let X, (n, x p) and X, (n, x p) be two data matrices drawn from N, (p,, C,) and
Np(p2,C,) respectively. The problem is to test the hypothesis

Let us assume that C, = C, = C (say). Let S, be pooled unbiased estimator of Z, ,
where

Here Si(i = 1,2) is the sample covariance matrix of i' sample. Let Xi be the sarnple
mean of i~ sample. Following the discussion given in sub-section 2 1.4.1, we can
easily see that under Ho the statistic

'=&

(SZ, - SZ2)'d
Gsud

has exactly Student's 't' distribution with (n - 2) degrees of freedom [Lauter et a1
(1998)l. Here d = d(W) may be a function of the total sums of product matrix
W = (n - 2 ) ~ ,+ a(X, - X,) (X

,- X,)'

n1n2
where, n = n, + n,, a = "1 + "2

The matrix W can also be written as

,I:[=

where. X

%=rI-'l,, 1:X.

Here 1, is the vector of n ones.
In practice, SS test is done using pooled sums of pro+ct matrix W . From W, d is
defined by
D = [ ~ i a (w)]-"~
g
I, .
Let p: =

i = 1. 2 be the two population mean vectors.

According to Lauter et a1 (1998) this SS test is sensible if plj - pzj [ j = 1, 2, ..., p] are
all assumed to be positive or all negative. However, if any one of plj - p2j changes the
direction, the test is not suitable. If all the variables have identical univariate
properties, the SS test attains the highest efficiency.
Example 5: Let us apply the test on the data given in Example 1. Here

Therefore d = (diag(w))-'I2 1, =

[

0

0.1727

)

I

1

I

s i n c e a u h t e d value of t with 46 d.f. at 5%, level of significance is 2.101, which is
greater than calculated value of t ,we conclude that data provide no evidence for
rejection of null hypothesis. Therefore, we may accept it.

Case IV: Test of Equality of Two Mean Vectors when Covariance Matrices are
Unequal
Let Xl(n, x p) and X,(n, x p) be two data matrices, where X,[i = 1,2] is a random
sample from N,(p,, Z, ) We need to test the significance of the null hypothesis

under the condition, that C, # C, and both are unknown.
The test of such a hypothesis in univariate case is known as Fisher-Behrens problem.
Yao (1 965) has suggested a test statistic to test the hypothesis. The basis of his
suggestion is based on the solution of Fisher-Behrens problem.
Let

XI denote the sample mean vector for the data matrix

X,(n, x p) and S, denote

the sample covariance matrix (i = 1, 2). It is well known that

Xi - ~,(p,n;'C)

and

~ , - ~ , ( n ; ' ~ , , n , - I ) i = 1 , 2L
. et%,=Z,-%,,U,=Si/(n,-1),U=Ul+U2and
2 = (2, / n,) + (C, / n,)

Under

H,X,

- N,(O,

. It is easy to verify that U is and unbiased estimator ofZ .
6). Let fU - Wp(C, f ) ,where x, and f are independent and

the value of f is to be selected in such a way that for any p -dimensional vector a
faUa

- a 1 ~ a X. f

Then W, = t i (f) = (a%,), /alUa
Here t t ( f ) is Student's t -statistic with f d.f.
Thus, according to UIT ,it can be written that
max w,= W: = %LU-'%,
a

- T * ( ~f,)

where for the maximum the value of a is a* = U-I%,
does not always follow Wp(C, f ) even then W,

- t:(f,)

.

Welch has shown that if fU
where

17
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Remark: The solution of multivariate extension of Fisher-Behren problem can also be
obtained as per suggestion of Bennet (195 1). Let us assume that n, < n, .Now
consider the datamatrix X, to be partitioned as

Here X,, is (n, x p) and X,, is ((n, - n,)x p). Let us define Z as a linear
combination of XI and X, such that

K( 1

+ -ln,,I

where B = -1- I --lnln,

and I,

is a (n x n) matrix of elements unity.

2:

The test statistic for the null hypothesis H, :p, = p2 is
nl(nl -l)Z-, S,-1- 2 - T ' ( ~ ,n, -1)

(:

where S, = V I - -l,,,,

1

V' and V = XI -

The above T=-statistics is

transformed to F -statistics by defining

- -.

(n, - 1 ) ~

'p.n,-p

'

The problem can also be solved using the technique of James (1954).

Example 6: Consider the following summary data
= [27.41 778.04 782.681'

x,

Solution: We wish to test H, :pI= p2 against HI :p, t p, assuming that C,
We may calculate d = [-4.18 1.79 12.861' .,*

it C,

.

I

T' (p, f * )= d' U-' d

I

1.0593
-0.0368

-0.0368
0.0083

0.0615
-0.0067]

0.0615

-0.0067

0.0 100

[

-4.18
1.791

12.86

=13.8190.

I

,

I

Hence p = 3 f* = 54 . Therefore
F(p, f * - p + I) =

(f' - P + 1)
~2

(p, f * )

Pf'

F(,, 5,) = 4.44 .

I

Tabulated value of F with (3,52) degrees of freedom at 5% level of significance is
3.73. Since the calculated value is greater than the tabulated value at 5% level of
significance, we may reject Ho and conclude that the two mean vectors differ
significantly.
Now try the following exercise.

I

I

E5)

Two samples of size 50 bars and 60 bars were taken from the lots produced by
method 1 and method 2. Two characteristics XI = lather and Xz = mildness were
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H, :p f[40 101.
Here C is known. Hence

fiom the given data

X=[33 7 l

for p = 2, the tabulated value of
Since

X2

is 10.60.

Xi,tab,'< therefore, we cannot reject Ho at 5% level of significance.
X;,eal.

E2) If C is not given, then the sample covariance matrix for the data is

The test statistic,

F(P. n-p)

=n - P T ' ( ~ ,n-1)

(n-1)~

The tabulated value F(2, 8) at a = 0.05 is 4.46, which is less than the calculated
value 13.68. Therefore, we reject Hoat 5% level of significance.

E4) Using SS Test, we get

And
Zi =4567, 4832.2,3863.8,1891,5709, 2722, 4192.6,.4786.4,2900.3,2306.5.

E5) H, :PI = P2
and HI :p,

f

pZ

C, = C, = C (not known)

from the data given,

21.8

PRACTICAL ASSIGNMENT

Session 6
1.

Write a programme in 'C'language to test the equality of mean vectors when
covariance matrices are equal.

